Discovery 640E
Plantronics Discovery™ 640E
Bluetooth® Headset
Enjoy enhanced mobility with this innovative Bluetooth headset
The Plantronics Discovery 640E Bluetooth headset lets you stay
connected like never before. Combining cutting-edge technology
and sleek design, the Plantronics Discovery 640E wireless headset
is ultra-light, comfortable and includes an innovative charging
system. With multipoint technology, you can seamlessly switch
between two Bluetooth audio devices. The Plantronics Discovery
640E sets the standard in style and convenience. Wherever your
conversations take you, take the Discovery 640E.
• Up to 15 hours of talk time1. A unique, pen-sized carrying case stores
a AAA battery that charges the headset between calls—a Plantronics
industry first
• Multipoint allows headset to work with multiple Bluetooth devices—
phones, PDAs or laptops
• Long-wearing comfort and ultra-light—weighs only 9 grams—the 		
lightest Plantronics Bluetooth headset available
• Premium design and personalized fit with three sizes of soft gel
ear tips
• Headset can be worn in right or left ear
• Optional ‘ear stabilizer’ fits over the ear
• Supports last number redial and voice-activated dialing2
for easy mobile use
• Pocket case vibrates with incoming calls
• Freedom to roam up to 33 feet from your Bluetooth device
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Discovery 640E Key Features
Talk Time1

Up to 5 hours, increasing to 15 hours
with AAA charger

Standby Time

Up to 70 hours

Range

Bluetooth standard 33 feet (10 meters)

Headset Weight

AAA battery charger
extends your talk time
up to 15 hours

9 grams

Headset Controls

Volume, mute, last number redial, voice-activated
dialing, vibrates in pocket

Battery Type

Lithium Ion

Wireless Compatibility

Bluetooth devices supporting headset
and hands-free profiles

Version

Bluetooth 1.2

AC Adapter

100 –240V

Multipoint

Employs multipoint technology
for seamless switching between
Bluetooth audio devices

2

Carrying pocket
provides convenient
and secure storage—
plus a unique vibrate
ring indicator

One-touch
call-control
button

Performance may vary by device.
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Last number redial and voice-activated dialing
must be supported by your device or cellular provider.

Innovative headset
weighs only 9 grams

Soft gel ear tips
in three sizes
for optimal fit
and comfort

Optional ear stabilizer
offers added security

For more information about the Discovery
640E or other Plantronics products, please
visit our Web site at: www.plantronics.com
TEL:

800-544-4660 (USA AND CANADA)
831-458-7700 (OUTSIDE USA)
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Sound Innovation for missions to the moon. And for everyday life on this planet, too.
In 1969, a Plantronics headset carried the historic first words from the moon: “That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.” Today, we’re
the headset of choice in mission-critical applications such as air traffic control and 911 dispatch. This history of proven sound innovation is the basis
for every product we build—whether it’s for work, for home or on the go.

